Computation of a tetrahedral mesh for striated muscle deformation simulation.
Competing concepts exist regarding surgery for instance of the cleft lip and palate to date. Morphology-based simulations at histological scale may one day be used to help the surgeon predict the possible outcome of a variety of approaches. It however can be a challenge to generate volume meshes that are applicable to the mathematical modelling of three-dimensional spatial modifications. Computation of surface meshes may be considered less delicate. The aim of this study is to design and evaluate a novel algorithm that supports finite element methods. Images of histological serial sections of a striated muscle were segmented. Results of the three-dimensional reconstruction of multiple layers of the polygonal segmentation data characterized the hull of the muscle. The corresponding surface mesh was then converted into a tetrahedral mesh to generate volume. This was achieved by mapping multiple template types onto neighbouring intersection polygons. Muscle contraction was subsequently simulated by mesh deformation. The technique successfully generated volumes and was able to provide data on contraction directions. The mesh supported a novel approach to simulate representations of contraction. However, several drawbacks were evident. Mathematical modelling of scenarios with more than one striated muscle will require considerable modification of the currently presented approach. Future studies need to then evaluate the applicability of volume meshes to represent arrays of three-dimensional biological objects. Surface mesh based mathematical modelling of cleft lip and palate surgery and its results are therefore not yet in reach.